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Message Bar
Version 1.00

Suggested Filename:  MSGBAR10.???     
Description: Microsoft Windows Message Bar DLL
Keywords: WINDOWS MESSAGE BAR CONTROL DLL
Type of Program: Shareware 
Registration Fee: $15 US     
System: Windows 3.1     

What is Received with Registration:      
Latest version on disk      
Upgrade notice     
Source Code              
Phone/BBS/mail support 
Shareware msg's removed

Author:    Paul King
82 East Squire Drive Apt #1
Rochester, NY 14623

Phone:      (716) 272-8971
Compuserve: 71155,2667     
__________________________________________________________________

An affordable Message Bar Control for Windows Application.  It provides a wide range of
functionality in an easy to use package.  The control is containt within a DLL so that it 
can be easily used with more than one application at a time.  Message displayed using a
eye-pleasing font.  Foreground and background colors can be defined.  Message Bar 
can be turned on and off easily through a menu selecting.  Includes sample program 
displaying all features of the API.

Paul King $15.00.  Windows 3.1, Windows Compatible Compiler and 3.1 SDK required.

See the introduction in the manual API.WRI for a more detailed description.

System Requirements
    - Windows 3.1 and a system capable of running it:
    - Personal computer (286 or better).
    - 640K conventional memory and at least 256K extended memory.
    - DOS 3.1 or later.
    - Windows supported display.
    - Hard disk with at least 1MB of free disk space.
    - Floppy drive.
 
Note - this program will NOT work with Windows 3.0 or previous versions of Windows.

File List / Description
CADV     EXE    Main program.
SAMPLE   DWG    Sample drawing.
CADV     HLP    Help file.



MANUAL   TXT    Program manual.
REGISTER TXT    Registration invoice.
README   TXT    Installation instructions.
VENDOR   TXT    This file.
SHAREWAR TXT    Registration information.
FILE_ID  DIZ    BBS description file.

New Features
NONE - new program.

Running the Sample Program
See the file "README.TXT".

Distribution Policy
Paul King, its successors and assigns, grant all shareware distributors the right to 
distribute:   

Message Bar Version 1.00   
so long as the following conditions are met:   

1. The program file and all associated files must be included with each copy distributed.  
The files may not be altered.

2. No fee can be charged for the software itself.  A reasonable fee may be charged for 
distribution.  It must be made clear to the buyer that any fee they are paying is not for the
software, it is only for the distribution of the software.   

3. The software cannot be sold as part of another package.   

4. The software cannot be rented or leased.   

5. Only the Shareware versions may be distributed.  They can be identified by the 
Shareware message displayed in the Message Bar from time to time. The registered 
version does not contain this message.  This is the only difference between the 
registered and unregistered version.   

6. Only the latest version can be distributed.  If you let me know you are distributing this 
program I will send you updates as they become available.   

Violation of any of the above conditions results in the immediate termination of the 
Distributors right to distribute the above program.         

Paul KIng affirms that he owns all rights to the above mentioned software program.         

This is a non-exclusive agreement and Paul King reserves the right to use other agents 
and distribution methods as he sees fit.


